Follow-up to 2030 Agenda
Gender mainstreaming

2005 ECE Reform Plan

Gender dimension

ECE Policy for gender equality & empowerment of women
Gender mainstreaming

ECE Gender Policy 2016

Mainstream gender:
Achieve gender equality

Welcomed by EXCOM
ECE Gender Policy

Rationale
Beijing Platform for Action (1995), ECOSOC resolutions

UNECE commitments
Mainstreaming gender perspective in its areas of work
ECE Gender Policy

Objectives

- Advance women’s equal participation with men as decision makers in all areas of work

- Mainstream a gender perspective in the substantive work of the Sectorial Committees

- Contribute to reducing gender inequalities in its member States
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How can ITC contribute

Report on gender issues in transport
(ECE/TRANS/2009/7)

Misconceptions by the transport sector

Identification of gender issues in transport
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Transport for Sustainable Development: the Case of Inland Transport

Key pillars of sustainable transport & mobility:
Affordability, access and safety

Gender issues worldwide
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How can ITC contribute

Ministerial resolution (21 February 2017)

Importance of mainstreaming gender in transport sector

Role of transport & mobility as elemental for access to work, educational and social services

Inclusion for all
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*How can ITC contribute*

Next step?
Thank you
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